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SUMMARY Flexibility, adaptation and distribution have been regarded
as major challenges of modern interorganizational workflow. To address
these issues, this paper proposes an interorganizational workflow execution framework based on process agents and ECA rules. In our framework,
an interorganizational workflow is modeled as a multiagent system with a
process agent for each organization. The whole execution is divided into
two parts: the intra-execution, which means execution within a same organization, and the inter-execution, which represents interaction between
organizations. For intra-execution, we use the method of transforming the
graph-based local workflow into block-based workflow to design general
ECA rules. ECA rules are used to control internal state transitions and
process agents are used to control external state transitions of tasks in the
local workflows. Inter-execution is realized by process agent interaction
protocols. The proposed approach can provide flexible execution of interorganizational workflow with distributed organizational autonomy and
adaptation. A case study of oﬀshore software development is illustrated for
the proposed approach.
key words: interorganizational workflow, ECA rules, workflow execution,
process agent

1. Introduction
Workflow management [13] has been widely adopted as an
important technology to manage business processes. In recent years, with the global expansion of distributed computing environments, computer mediated collaboration has
been increasing among organizations. In such cases, interorganizational workflow is expected to be created to cross organizational boundaries inside an enterprise or between enterprises [1].
There are several major problems in managing interorganizational workflow. For example, flexibility and adaptation are challenging issues [2], especially when the execution is across organizations. Existing workflow management
systems (WfMS) do not eﬀectively address issues related
to environments distributed across organizations. A central
and monolithic workflow engine as suggested by Workflow
Management Coalition (WfMC) reference model [13] is not
suﬃcient to support the autonomy of enterprises. Multiagent system provides distributed platform, which has been
regarded as a promising approach to solving many problems in workflow management [12]. However, it is rarely
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discussed in previous research that how to use agent technology to achieve the goal of supporting distribution and flexibility with adaptation and autonomy for interorganizational
workflow execution.
To address these issues, this paper proposes a framework for interorganizational workflow execution based on
Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules and process agents.
The whole interorganizational workflow is modeled as multiagent system with a process agent for each organization.
Therefore, process agents of organizations preserve autonomy of organizations with flexibility. We design general
ECA rules to make workflow execution automatic with
adaptation for diﬀerent organizations. The framework will
provide eﬀective execution mechanisms for interorganizational workflow.
In the proposed framework, we divide the interorganizational workflow execution process into two parts: the
intra-execution, which means execution within a same organization, and the inter-execution, which represents interaction between organizations. The intra-execution is distributed among organizations. Within each organization,
there is an engine where a set of general ECA rules is defined for executing the internal workflow process. We use
a method of transforming the graph-based workflow model
into block-based workflow model [4], [10] to derive general
rules from blocks. The execution of local workflow processes is controlled and monitored by process agents and
rules. Rules are designed to control internal state transitions
and process agents are used to control the external state transitions of tasks. Process agent of each organization interacts
with that of other organizations to fulfill the inter-execution.
Protocols are used to handle interactions, which involve all
the organizations that have interaction with each other to address specific purposes.
This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces
related work. The overview of our approach is proposed
in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes derivation of ECA rules. In
Sect. 5, we explain process agent for controlling local workflow process and interacting among organizations. Section
6 is a case study and discussion of the proposed approach,
followed by the conclusion in the last section.
2. Related Work
ECA rules have been used for workflow execution in previous research. Casati et al. design various rules for workflow
management using patterns and propose a classification of
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the rules [5], and present an approach of handling exception
using ECA rules [6]. In [4], an automatic control mechanism of workflow execution is proposed, which combines
traditional workflow process model and ECA rules to derive
a general process control method. Those researches have
demonstrated that ECA rules can control workflow automatically and deal with internal exceptions as well. Using ECA
rules, workflow can be easily represented into executable
forms. However, they mainly focus on internal process control and cannot provide flexibility in controlling task execution. Moreover, their approaches cannot deal with the issue
of interorganizational workflow execution which this paper
addresses.
Multiagent technology has been used in diﬀerent ways
in workflow management [12], e.g., to fulfill particular roles
that are required by diﬀerent tasks, to serve as part of the
infrastructure associated with WfMS. There is also some
work that concentrates on agent negotiation between organizations [3], however, how negotiation would aﬀect the local
workflows is not discussed. Diﬀerent from existing work,
our agent-based approach is combined with rule-based approach to deal with both control and monitor of tasks within
organizations, and interaction among organizations.
3. Overview of the Framework
In previous research, van der Aalst proposes several types
of workflow interoperability [1], among which the loosely
coupled interorganizational workflow is common in the real
world. The model that we discuss is based on loosely coupled interoperability, where the whole interorganizational
workflow is made up of local workflows, which may be active in parallel over diﬀerent organizations. We represent
the interorganizational workflow model by using workflow
graphs which provide a visual means for users to understand
the semantics of the workflow process easily. A graph-based
interorganizational workflow model is shown in Fig. 1 by the
example of oﬀshore software development. There are two
organizations, the outsourcer (a Japanese company) and the
supplier (a Chinese company). There is a local workflow for

each organization, which represents the process by tasks and
the relations among the tasks, such as sequential relation,
parallel relations (represented by AND-split and AND-join),
iterative relation and so on. A complete workflow includes
the detailed description of tasks, such as task executors (human, application or services), related data, scheduling and
so on.
Figure 2 shows the overall conceptual framework of the
execution mechanism of interorganizational workflow by
our approach. The execution mechanism is divided into two
parts: the intra-execution, which means the workflow execution within a same organization, and the inter-execution,
which represents the workflow execution (interaction) between organizations. The following three modules are included in intra-execution, among which the workflow process execution control module is the core issue of this research.
Workflow process definition and instance module. Process definition creates workflow schema. A process instance
is the execution representation of a process and is created
based on the process definition. A graph-based workflow
editor can be used for workflow definition.
Workflow process execution control module. The execution of the workflow process instances is controlled by the
process agent and ECA rules. We use ECA rules to describe
all the state transitions of the tasks (e.g., ready, running,
suspended, committed and so on) in the workflow process
instance. Therefore, the workflow process can be automatically executed according to the ECA rules. The execution of
a rule in the ECA rule engine means a step of state change of
a certain task and the whole process instance. An ECA rule
is executed while the engine is triggered by an event under a
certain condition, e.g., during the execution of the workflow
process, the start of a task is always triggered by the execution completion of its predecessor task. Events in ECA
rules include internal events that can directly trigger rules in
the engine, and external events such as the start of a process
instance, the success of executing a task and so on. We control the external events by the process agent. The process
agent keeps the information of the execution status of the

Fig. 1 Graph-based interorganizational workflow model: an example of oﬀshore software
development between a Japanese company (the outsourcer) and a Chinese company (the supplier).
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Fig. 3

Fig. 2 The overall framework of interorganizational workflow execution,
including intra-execution and inter-execution.

process instance by tracing the execution of ECA rules and
monitoring the execution of tasks.
Task execution and monitor module. Tasks in workflow
process instances are executed by some roles. The process
agent dispatches a task when it gets the information that the
task is ready for execution, and monitors the whole execution process of the task by interacting with human, applications or services (or their agents). By monitoring task execution, the process agent can get external events and then
send such events to the ECA rule engine to trigger some new
events.
As for inter-execution, interaction between process
agents of the organizations is used. When process instance
execution of an organization comes to an interaction point
with another organization, the process agents of the two organizations interacts with each other to control the execution.
4. ECA Rules for Workflow Execution
Workflow execution can be described by task state transitions. Basic task states include Disabled, Ready, Running,
Committed, Aborted and Suspended. The initial state of a
task is Disabled, which is changed into Ready when its predecessor finishes execution, and then is further changed into
Running if all conditions for execution are satisfied. After
the successful execution of the task, its state turns into Com-

ECA rules and workflow execution.

mitted. The state of a task can also be Aborted if it is aborted
due to some failures, or Suspended if it is suspended. The
transitions of the tasks can be totally represented and executed automatically by ECA rules. ECA rules, with the
form ”on event if condition do action” specify to execute
the action automatically when the event happens, provided
the condition holds. As is shown in Fig. 3, we have an ECA
rule engine which contains a set of rules based on the state
transition of tasks for each organization.
In the approach we present in this paper, we first create
graph-based interorganizational workflow, through which
each organization can understand the workflow process.
Further, a set of ECA rules are established based on the
graph-based workflow as a rule engine which describes and
conducts the whole execution of the workflows. ECA rule
engines are distributed among the organizations because
each organization needs to have its own engine to execute
the local workflow. The execution status of the workflow
can be displayed to each organization through the user interface. In this section, we mainly present how to create ECA
rules based on the graph-based interorganizational workflow
which is described in Sect. 3.1.
4.1 Blocks in the Workflow Process Model
Workflow specification can be understood from a number of
diﬀerent perspectives. In this paper, we focus on the controlflow (process) perspective because this is the essential perspective of the workflow specification [2]. It describes information about tasks and the execution orders (dependencies
between tasks). This paper mainly deals with basic constructs of sequence, iteration, splits (AND, OR and XOR)
and joins (AND, OR and XOR). Based on general constructs, Gokkoca et al. [11] defines seven types of block,
namely, serial, and parallel, or parallel, xor parallel, contingency, conditional and iterative blocks. By this means,
we can transform a graph-based workflow into the blockbased workflow. The transformation from graph-based
workflow to block-based workflow is similar to approaches
in previous researches [5], [10]. Take the local workflow of
the supplier in Fig. 1 for example, the graph-based workflow
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process can be transformed into following blocks: (1) and
parallel block: P1 = (basic function implementation & interface implementation 1); P2 = (function implementation &
interface implementation 1); (2) iteration block: I1 = (Condition(modified); phase report; system modification); (3) serial block: S1 = (prototype implementation planning; P1;
initial report; implementation planning; P2; system integration; I1). From above transforming example, we can observe that the block detection always begins from the most
inner part of the workflow process. Moreover, blocks might
be mutually embedded. Therefore, the whole workflow process can always be transformed to a single block with other
blocks embedded, e.g., the above local workflow is finally
turned into a serial block S1. We transform the graph-based
workflow process into block-based workflow process to use
the semantics of blocks to derive general ECA rules and automate the workflow execution.
4.2 Deriving ECA Rules from Blocks and External Events
Since our proposed workflow execution mechanism is
mainly based on state transitions of tasks, it is necessary
to define the transactions for the state transition diagram in
Fig. 3. Therefore we use following transaction primitives:
Enable, Begin, Commit, Suspend, Resume, Abort. Further, we define the history base H in the ECA rule engine,
which is a finite set of transactions that have occurred during
workflow execution. Events in ECA rules include internal
events and external events. Internal events can be described
by transaction primitives. External events involve the operations during task execution, including START and END
of the process instance, READY, DISPATCH, STOP, SUCCESS, FAIL to execute tasks. Therefore, ECA rules can be
divided into internal ECA rules and external ECA rules. By
using transaction primitives and history base, we describe
internal ECA rules according to the semantics of blocks in
workflow process. Similarly, we use semantics of external
events to derive external ECA rules. Internal rules can be executed inside the ECA rule engine without interaction with
task execution and monitor module, however, external rules
need to interact with the process agent to get the external
events. We list external ECA rules in Table 1 and internal
ECA rules for blocks in Table 2.
5. Process Agent in the Interorganizational Workflow
Model
In this paper, ECA rules are designed based on general constructs in graph-based workflow model, which can be applied in diﬀerent workflow processes and adaptive to be specialized according to diﬀerent process definitions. Therefore, in an interorganizational workflow, rules can be used
in local workflow for all organizations. Moreover, general ECA rules do not necessarily need modification even
when process definition is dynamically changed during execution. It is also very convenient to modify rules in the
engine. However, to design general ECA rules for work-

flow process, workflow data and role model are not defined
in rules. Therefore, we use process agent to handle the external events control of each workflow process instance for
intra-execution. Process agent is also required to interact
with process agents of other organizations to provide interexecution. For a loosely coupled interorganizational workflow, process agents are suitable to provide a distributed
platform because agents are loosely coupled components
forming an open system.
The usage of process agents has advantages for interorganizational workflow execution. Firstly, within each organization, process agent controls and monitors the execution
of tasks, which provides flexibility to the local workflow
execution. Process agent can dynamically control the external execution status of tasks according to the change of
environment. Process agent can also dispatch tasks to suitable execution roles according to the strategies. Secondly,
process agents facilitate cooperation among organizations,
which preserves the autonomy of organizations. In our approach, we use standard interaction protocols for interoperability among organizations, which is essential for interorganizational workflow. Therefore, organizations cooperate
with each other even if they have diﬀerent process definition tools. By this means, local workflows can be executed
distributedly and autonomously.
5.1 Process Agent in Intra-Execution
Within an organization, process agent is in charge of controlling workflow process instance. To achieve this goal,
process agent is required to interact with ECA rule engine by
external events to continue process state transition. Moreover, process agent needs to dispatch tasks that are ready for
execution and monitor tasks that are in execution. Process
agent for intra-execution of an organization includes following actions.
(1) Start the workflow process instance when the organization is ready, create an external event S T ART (PI) and
send it to the ECA rule engine.
(2) Check the conditions of tasks that are enabled for
execution, create an external event READY(xi ) if execution
condition of an enabled task is satisfied. READY(xi ) is required for an enabled task to start.
(3) Dispatch tasks that are ready for execution (when
receiving the external event DIS PATCH(xi )) . Executors
of tasks might be pre-defined, negotiated or dynamically adjusted and discovered.
(4) Monitor task execution and receive execution event.
Since tasks are executed by executors (human, applications
or services), process agent needs to interact with executors or their execution agents to get detailed information
of task execution. Therefore, process agent can create external events of execution results such as S UCCES S (xi ),
FAIL(xi ) and S T OP(xi ). Then, it sends the events to ECA
rule engine to trigger new events. Diﬀerent execution results
need diﬀerent actions. S UCCES S (xi ) might trigger execution of succeeding task, FAIL(xi ) might need some excep-
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Table 1
Event
S T ART (PI)
READY(xi )

S T OP(xi )
S UCCES S (xi )
FAIL(xi )
DIS PATCH(xi )
END(PI)

serial

and parallel

or parallel

xor parallel

contingency

conditional

iterative

External ECA Rules

Start of process instance enables the block that represents whole workflow process.
Ready of an enabled task causes the start of task
execution; ready of a suspended task causes the resume of that task.
Stop of a running task makes it suspend.
Success of executing a task makes it commit.
Failure of executing a task makes it abort.
The start or resume of a task makes it dispatched
for execution.
Commit of the block that represents the whole
workflow process makes the end of the process instance.
Table 2

Block Type

External ECA rules.

Description of External Transitions
Semantic Description

ER1 : on S T ART (PI) i f null do Enable B
ER2 : on Enable xi i f (READY(xi )) ∧ (Enablexi ∈ H) do Beginxi
ER3 : on S uspendxi i f (READY(xi ))∧(S uspendxi ∈ H) do Resumexi
ER4
ER5
ER6
ER7
ER8
ER9

:
:
:
:
:
:

on S T OP(xi ) i f (Beginxi ∈ H) do S uspendxi
on S UCCES S (xi ) i f (Beginxi ∈ H) do Commitxi
on FAIL(xi ) i f (Beginxi ∈ H) ∧ ¬(Commit xi ∈ H) do Abortxi
on Beginxi i f (Beginxi ∈ H) do DIS PATCH(xi )
on Resumexi i f (Resumexi ∈ H) do DIS PATCH(xi )
on Commit B i f (CommitB ∈ H) do END(PI)

Internal ECA rules for each block type.

Descriptions of Internal Transitions
Semantic Description
B = (x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn )
Tasks are executed consecutively. A task is
enabled when its prior task succeeds. Block
aborts if any task aborts.
B = (x1 &x2 & . . . &xn )
Tasks are executed concurrently. Block is
completed provided completion of all tasks.
Block fails if any task fails.
B = (x1 |x2 | . . . |xn )
Block succeeds if there exists one task that
succeeds in executing. Block fails if all tasks
abort.
B = (x1 ||x2 || . . . ||xn )
If there is one task that completes, block succeeds and all the other tasks abort.
B = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )
Each task has a priority. Task with highest
priority executes first. If fails, try the second
highest, the third... Block succeeds if any
task completes.
B = ((C 1 , x1 )|(C 2 , x2 )| . . . |(C n , xn )) All tasks
have conditions compared with or parallel
block. Only the task that satisfies the condition executes.
B = (Condition(C); x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn )
The iterative condition gives a while loop between the start task and the end task on serial
block. The loop continues until the iterative
condition becomes false or any task aborts.

Internal ECA Rules
IR1
IR2
IR3
IR4
IR5
IR6
IR4

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) do Enable x1
on Commitxi i f (Commitxi ∈ H) do Enablexi+1
on Commitxn i f (Commitxn ∈ H) do Commit B
on Abortxi i f (Abortxi ∈ H) do AbortB
on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) do Enable xi
on Commitxi i f ∀i(i ∈ n)(Commit xi ∈ H) do CommitB
on Abortxi i f (Abortxi ∈ H) do AbortB

IR5 : on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) do Enable xi
IR7 : on Commitxi i f (Commitxi ∈ H) do CommitB
IR8 : on Abortxi i f ∀i(i ∈ n)(Abortxi ∈ H) do AbortB
IR5 : on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) do Enable xi
IR9 : on Commitxi i f (Commitxi ∈ H) do (CommitB ) ∧ (∀ j( j  i)Abortx j )
IR8 : on Abortxi i f ∀i(i ∈ n)(Abortxi ∈ H) do AbortB
IR1 : on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) do Enable x1
IR10 : on Abortxi i f (Abortxi ∈ H) do Enable xi+1
IR7 : on Commitxi i f (Commitxi ∈ H) do CommitB
IR11 : on Abortxn i f (Abortxn ∈ H) do AbortB
IR12 : on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) ∧ Ci do Enable xi
IR13 : on Abortxi i f (Abortxi ∈ H) ∧ Ci do AbortB
IR14 : on Commit xi i f (Commit xi ∈ H) ∧ Ci do CommitB
IR1 : on EnableB i f (Enable B ∈ H) do Enable x1
IR2 : on Commitxi i f (Commitxi ∈ H) do Enablexi+1
IR15 : on Commit xn i f (Commitxn ∈ H) ∧ C do Enablex1
IR16 : on Commit xn i f (Commitxn ∈ H) ∧ ¬C do Commit B
IR4 : on Abortxi i f (Abortxi ∈ H) do AbortB

tion handling process, and if S T OP(xi ) occurs, the executing task needs to wait to be resumed.
(5) End the workflow process instance if all the tasks
are successfully executed (when receiving the external event
END(PI)).
5.2 Agent Interaction Protocols for Inter-Execution
Interorganizational workflow environments can be modeled
as multiagent systems. Within each organization, agent remains autonomy and heterogeneity. Across organizations
there are interactions, which can be regarded as agent interaction problem. We use protocol to handle interactions
that take place during workflow execution. The protocols
involve all the organizations that have interaction with each

other to address specific purposes, e.g., sending and receiving software specification between organizations in an oﬀshore software development environment.
To achieve flexibility among organizations, a process
agent is required not only to deal with basic interaction such
as sending or receiving results, but also to support coordination and negotiation between organizations if the results
need to be modified. Autonomous agents can negotiate with
each other to execute the allocated task flexibly and dynamically [9]. In [8], several negotiation protocols are proposed
such as auction protocol, heuristic protocol, argumentation
protocol, contract net protocol and so on. As for the intercultural software development issues, contract protocol is
most suitable since it deals with cooperative negotiation [3].
Figure 4 shows the examples.
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The actions of process agent interaction among organizations would aﬀect intra-execution. Figure 5 shows scenarios of how process agent interaction (as shown in Fig. 4)
aﬀects intra-execution. Simple agent interactions are execu-

tion conditions for certain tasks and the interaction actions
trigger ECA rules in intra-execution. However, interaction
with negotiation will cause internal state changes of certain tasks and therefore workflow adaptation should be conducted by process agent for further negotiation process. For
example, in protocol (b) in Fig. 4, when the Outsourcer process agent sends requestRevise(), the Supplier process agent
would change its local workflow to repeat executing current
task with updated conditions. In some cases, a part of workflow process might be changed in the process of negotiation
according to the strategies of process agents.
6. Case Study and Discussion

Fig. 4 Example of agent interaction protocols: (a) simple interaction
protocol of “send” and “receive”; (b) interaction protocols with
coordination and negotiation between process agents.

Fig. 5 Scenarios of intra-execution eﬀects by process agent interaction
in inter-execution.

Table 3
0

Block
–

1

We study the case of oﬀshore software development to explain the proposed approach. First, a graph-based interorganizational workflow model is created as shown in Fig. 1.
Next, the graph-base workflow of each organization is automatically transformed into the block-based workflow. Then,
the block-based local workflows of all the organizations are
executed distributedly. The local workflows interact with
each other at certain points by process agent interaction protocols. Table 3 shows part of workflow execution steps of
the Supplier in the example of Fig. 1. As is presented in
Sect. 4.1, the block-based workflow contains four blocks:
S 1 , P1 , P2 and I1 , among which S 1 is the main stream. In the
table, every step shows the current active block and tasks,
current event, the ECA rule that the event would trigger, and
the action of process agent. The event history stores all the
executed events. Process agent of the local workflow process instance interacts with process agent from other organizations when there is an interaction point. By the control
of ECA rule engine and process agent, the whole interorganizational workflow can be distributed for execution among
organizations. Further, we explain the inter-execution by

Interorganizational workflow execution example (the case of Supplier in Fig. 1).

Active Task
–

Event
–

ECA Rule
–

–

–

–

2
3
4

–
S1
S1

S T ART (PI)
EnableS 1
Enable x1

ER1
IR1
ER2

5
6
7

S1
S1
S1

–
–
x1 : prototype implementation planning
x1
x1
x1

Beginx1
DIS PATCH(x1 )
–

ER7
–
–

8
9
10

S1
S1
S1

S UCCES S (x1 )
Commit(x1 )
Enable(x2 )

ER5
IR2
IR5

11

P1

Enable x21
Enable x22

ER2

Check if the parallel tasks are ready for execution.
Create READY(x21 ) and READY(x21 ) if execution
conditions are satisfied.

12

...

x1
x1
x2 : P1 (regarded as a
”task” in S1)
x21 : basic function implementation,
x22 : interface implementation 1
...

...

...

...

–

Action of Process Agent
Confirm receiving specification from process agent of
the Outsourcer.
Start process instance and send external event
S T ART(PI) to ECA rule engine.
–
–
Check if the task is ready for execution. Create
READY(x1 ) if condition is satisfied.
–
Dispatch task for execution.
Monitor the task execution and send external event
S UCCES S (x1 ) to ECA rule engine if the task is successfully executed.
–
–
–
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the process agent interaction of send initial report in Fig. 4.
The whole process is as follows. With coordination or negotiation, the whole interorganizational workflow execution
becomes flexible.
(1) When process agent of the Supplier PAS knows
commitment of the task initial report by the ECA rule engine, it sends initial report to process agent of the Outsourcer
PAO .
(2) PAO receives initial report from PAS and replies to
PAS according to the received initial report. If the received
report is OK, PAO will send a confirmation to PAS . Otherwise, it will send a revise request or explanation request to
PAS with requirement.
(3) If PAS receives a confirmation, the READY condition of its next task implementation planning will be satisfied and a new rule will be triggered. The interaction steps
end.
(4) If PAS receives a revise or explanation request from
PAO , it will adjust the local workflow process and intraexecution state. The specification and state of task initial
report will be changed for re-execution according to the received request.
(5) Repeat from step (1).
In our approach, we design ECA rules based on general
definition of blocks to provide an adaptable and modular approach to achieving workflow execution. The general ECA
rules can be adopted in diﬀerent workflows because they are
based on blocks. Further, in order to control and monitor
the whole workflow execution process more flexibly, we introduce agent technology into our mechanism. We use process agent to control the execution of each task in a local
workflow. Though the task dispatch mechanism is not the
focus of this paper, process agent can provide flexibility in
dealing with dynamic changes and exceptions. We also use
agent interaction protocols to deal with the interactions between diﬀerent organizations so that organizations can not
only send basic message to each other, but also manage to
coordinate and negotiate with each other. As a result, the
whole mechanism can provide the execution of interorganizational workflow automation, flexibility, and adaptation.
Moreover, our approach supports distributed execution of
local workflows of diﬀerent organizations, which provides
autonomy of organizations.
Despite the eﬀectiveness, there are some limitations
in the proposed approach. Although ECA rules designed
in this paper can be generally used, the assumption is that
workflow model is graph-based. When designing the internal ECA rules, we only deal with basic types of blocks. How
to extend the proposed approach to other types of workflow
models and workflow model with more complicated structure might be interesting issues in future research. Moreover, although the agent-based approach provides autonomy
and flexibility, there are still open issues that we have to deal
with in future work. For example, when process agents are
conducting coordination, some criteria like workflow soundness and optimal modification must be considered for local

workflow adaptation.
7. Conclusion
Interorganizational workflow has been becoming more and
more important in the global economic environment. However, there are several major challenges in the interorganizational workflow execution problem, including flexibility,
adaptation and distribution. These issues are rarely covered
together in previous research. In this paper, we propose a
new framework for the interorganizational workflow execution based on process agents and ECA rules to address above
issues.
To design the execution mechanism of interorganizational workflow, we divide the whole workflow execution
into two parts: the intra-execution and the inter-execution.
We design execution mechanisms for the two parts to
achieve the goal. In this approach, the whole interorganizational workflow is modeled as a multiagent system with a
process agent in each organization. Therefore, local workflows of organizations are distributed for execution and interaction with each other at certain points. For each local
workflow, a method of transforming the graph-based workflow model into block-based workflow model is applied to
derive general ECA rules from blocks. We further design
ECA rules to control internal state transition and use process
agent to control the external state transition of tasks in the
local workflow process. Workflow execution across organizations is achieved by process agent interaction protocols.
The proposed approach can provide automatic execution of interorganizational workflow with flexibility and
adaptation. It can also provide autonomy for local workflows. A case study of oﬀshore software development is
provided to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
Our future work will be the implementation and evaluation
of the proposed approach based on process agents and ECA
rules.
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